
 

 

 
 
Hi Marcus, 
 
 
As a professional detailer of fifteen years specializing in Concourse, show and exotic cars 
and boats, I am wary of new products and the claims that surround them. 
 
Through time and testing with Permanon products I have found that some of the old 
techniques applied in vehicle and boat detailing can be replaced with the use of 
Permanon. 
 
Permanon has offered a time efficient and extremely effective way to achieve a high gloss 
and deep reflective look to not only paint but all hard surfaces. 
  
I am responsible for the showroom and delivery preparation for automotive stables such as 
Ferrari, Maserati and Lamborghini and have found the normally necessary hand waxing was 
no longer needed. It has now been replaced with the use of Permanon Supershine in the 
‘wet deck’ stage of the detail leaving the cars glossy, deep and protected. 
  
Customers are continually asking how to best take care of their vehicles and without 
reservation we introduce them to the Permanon range.  The result is the ability to clean 
and protect with an extremely high gloss which at the same time reduces any further need 
for waxes. Subsequently we see the return of extremely happy customers wanting to 
purchase Permanon to make their car maintenance and protection efficient and effective.     
 
When it comes to protecting Motor yachts and cruisers, I have found Permanon to be more 
efficient and effective that any other maintenance product I have used. Waxing a boat is a 
very time consuming process and the products tend to degrade quickly. With Permanon, I 
have found that applying a protective coating to all surfaces takes 50% less time and 
achieves a stunning result in terms of appearance and protection.  
 
As Permanon can be applied to all areas, glass, metal and Gelcoat, we achieve total 
protection with great efficiency. Customers have commented on how easy maintenance 
has become as the sea salt and soiling no longer bakes onto the surfaces and is simply 
washed away with a quick rinse and wipe down. 
 
We recommend Permanon to every client. 
 
 
Regards 
 
Mark Gilligan 
Manager Surface Refinishing and Detailing 
 
 
 


